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"Uncle Arthur, take this Sun Pill." Angus took out a Sun Pill and handed it to Arthur once he agreed to Leon’s suggestion.

Arthur was about to take the pill when Leon stopped him.

"Hang on! Elder Thompson, to help you get to the next power level, I'll need to set the Light Convergence Circle up! You should

take the pill after that. That way, the pill's effect will be doubled," Leon said.

"Light Convergence Circle? Mister Wolf, is that the same circle you used to fix Roanne's Third Degree Block?" Angus felt that he

heard the name before and instantly recalled what it was.

"Yeah! Uncle Angus, do you still have the 36 jadeite tablets with you? I need them to set up a circle," Leon inquired.

"Sure. I kept them all in my study. Yuri, go and retrieve them, " Angus said to Yuri.

"Okay," Yuri said, before leaving the main hall.

Shortly after, he returned and handed the tablets to Leon.

Leon then told Arthur and the others to head to the yard outside the main hall.

In the spacious yard, he found an empty spot and arranged the tablets into a Light Convergence Circle according to the Nine

Palaces and Eight Trigrams.

The Light Convergence Circle could gather the light energy in the atmosphere and since it was noon, the circle's power would be

maximized, which could aid martial artists who practice light methods in their training.

Once everything was ready, Leon took off the jadeite he wore around his neck and placed it at the center of the circle to activate

it.

The clear jadeite he used for circles in the past was buried in the mountain behind his mansion, so he could only use the one he

wore around his neck as a replacement.

Master Haslewood once said that this piece of jadeite was of great quality, so he assumed that he could use it to activate the

circle.

"Elder Thompson, the circle's ready. Take the Sun Pill now and come inside the circle," Leon instructed.

"Alright!" Arthur did not know what the circle was for, he stepped into it as instructed and took the Sun Pill, before circulating his

energy.

The Sun Pill melted in his mouth and transformed into streams of energy that surged through his body. At the same time, the

Light Convergence Circle was activated and the light energy in the air gathered into visible streams of light and rushed into

Arthur's body.

"How powerful!" Arthur was stunned by the pure energy from the Sun Pill and the Light Convergence Circle.

Not daring to lose focus, he immediately began internalizing the energy.
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